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Good Plants, Good Fruit

| Michael Overholt (written to his students)

W

hat will these students become? This question
often comes to my mind as I face the class in the
mornings or as I glance over the papers on my
desk at the end of the day. Every student in my classroom will
become something. Or perhaps I should say they will become
someone. Who will they be? What will they be as adults?
My students will become the person they are becoming now.
Right now, each student is making choices that determine who
they will be. The student who gives an unpleasant assignment
his best effort is forming habits that will form his character. The
young man who graciously lets others go through the door first
is forming habits that will win him respect in life and will cause
him to prosper. The young lady who guards her lips now is forming habits that will cause her to be a woman of discretion.
Each person’s habits and life choices could be compared to
a plant. I’ve done a little produce farming and have an orchard
of exactly eight trees. Not enough produce nor enough trees
to make me an expert, but nonetheless plenty of produce and
plenty of trees to teach me a lesson. Here is the lesson: If you
want good fruit, pay attention to the plant.
I do not find healthy tomatoes on a sick plant. Nor have I
found apples on a pear tree. The logic is simple: sick plants do not
produce beautiful tomatoes, nor do pear trees produce apples.
I’ve taught school for only twenty years. Not enough time
nor enough students to make me an expert, but nonetheless
plenty of time and plenty of students to teach me a lesson. Here
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is the lesson: If you want good fruit, pay attention to the plant.
Good plants produce good fruit. Choices of honesty, of courtesy, of obedience, and of good work ethics form a life that is like
a beautiful plant. As you get older and keep making choices that
nurture your plant, your life will produce beautiful things, such
as love, joy, and peace. You will find rest at night and peace in
your trials. This is fine fruit.
Sick plants produce poor fruit. If you choose poorly, choosing
shady dealings over honesty, choosing pride rather than humility, choosing disrespect over courtesy, and choosing disobedience and laziness instead of obedience and diligence, you will
grow a plant that is sick. As you get older, your choices will tend
to naturally follow the same pattern. And remember, sick plants
do not produce good fruit. The fruit of your life will be turmoil,
unrest, and broken relationships. This is sorry fruit.
So, blessings to you, my students. I’m delighted to be your
teacher, and I’m delighted at the kind of plant many of you are
nurturing. Keep it up. Good things are ahead. LL

Michael taught school for twenty years, five of which were in Belize.
The highlight of his teaching career was teaching alongside several of
his former students. He and his wife Darlene and four children live in
Ripley, WV—“our temporary address,” Michael says. “We are using this
until we can use our permanent one. Not sure of the street name, but the
city is something along the lines of the New Jerusalem.”
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Attention Please!
The primary focus of Attention Please! is on relating to
students with attention deficits. However, much of the series
offers practical help for an issue that many teachers struggle
with—that of commanding and keeping students’ attention.
In part 4, Joshua focuses on ways we can prevent or reduce
attention deficits by paying attention to first graders before they
start school. So, attention please!

Helping Students With Attention Deficits

C

hildren’s attention problems often surface in first grade
or even before. Can we do anything before first grade
to reduce the severity and extent of attention problems
later? The answer is a cautious “Yes.” While much of that burden
lies on the parents, this article discusses things schools can do.
A child’s first year of school greatly affects his later development. A proper approach to preschool training, first-grade readiness, and student maturity can help us avoid making a learning
or attention problem worse.
Accept students’ different rates of maturing.
A few children might be ready to read by age three or four;
while others are not ready until age seven or older. Each child is
unique and must be treated with unique interest and acceptance.
Typical first graders range from barely six to almost seven
years old. Because of this, a younger, slightly more immature
first grader may seem to have a learning disability or “attention
deficit” compared to older, more mature classmates. Augustborn children are much more likely to be “diagnosed” with
ADHD than September-born children. Evidently, school staff
often misidentify immaturity as an attention problem. It may
be wise to retain noticeably immature summer-born children at
home for an extra year.
Boys often mature more slowly than girls. A “typical” boy may
be ready for first grade about six months later than a “typical”
girl. Other perfectly normal delays in a child’s development may
set them even further “behind.” Age, gender, and maturity should
all contribute to discussion concerning first-grade readiness.
A proper understanding of these issues helps parents be willing to have a child delay or repeat first grade if necessary. A flexible, positive approach to first grade benefits everyone. Pushing
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| Part 4 | Joshua Robertson

students through quickly may led to them battling frustration,
low grades, and attention problems for years.
Establish school policy and expectations.
Communicate the school’s expectations for first graders.
Parents benefit when the school gives them a list of “First-Grade
Readiness Guidelines” at least a year or two ahead of time.
Consider these:

Ǭ

Obeys promptly without questioning

Ǭ

Accepts criticism without “falling apart”

Ǭ

Able to follow multistep instructions and complete tasks

Ǭ

Able to sit still and pay attention

Ǭ

No longer needs naps

Ǭ

Listens well, does not interrupt

Ǭ

Uses common courtesies, table manners, and good posture

Ǭ

Knows how to wait turn

Ǭ

Ǭ

Is attentive to neatness and modesty in dress and action
(e.g. shirt tucked in, dress over knees)
Combs hair, blows nose, washes hands and face, goes to the
bathroom promptly

Ǭ

Able to tie shoes

Ǭ

Takes care of personal items

Ǭ

Ǭ

Ǭ

Ǭ

Able to hold a pencil properly
Able to write full name, using uppercase letters only for the
first letters

Ǭ

Ǭ

Knows birthdate (month, day, and year)
Able to cut and trace on the lines and to color evenly within
the lines, using colors suitable for the object

Ǭ

Pronounces words correctly and clearly

Ǭ

Knows the letters of the alphabet

Ǭ

Knows that words are made of letters

Ǭ

Able to recognize numbers and count to 10, if not 100

To help ensure a uniform foundation for first graders,
schools should expect completion of certain preschool courses.
Encourage eager parents to refrain from putting children
through more advanced courses and teaching them to read.
Fluent readers often find first grade boring, besides making class
more difficult for the teacher. Also, early readers usually lose any
advantage they had by grade four or five. Encourage parents to
focus on developing other skills in their preschool children.
Administer a thorough first-grade readiness test.
Among other necessary skills a good readiness test should
test visual perception, auditory skills, and comprehension; as
well as vocabulary, basic knowledge, and ability to follow instructions. School boards should require a first-grade readiness
test of every student. Automatically ushering every six-year-old
into first grade leads to more learning and attention problems
than necessary. Some veteran teachers can “sense” when a child
is not ready for school, but a good readiness test provides a more
concrete metric that helps parents and school staff reach a wise
decision together.

Ǭ

Ǭ

If both of you are in doubt, it is often better to retain the
child for another year.
If staff is slightly doubtful and the parents are firmly optimistic, it may be best to sincerely yield to the parents’
wishes.
The parents should not leave feeling that the staff doesn’t
want their child.
For a very unprepared seven-year-old, consider providing
special educational assistance. Delaying school until age
eight should be rare.

Serve sympathetically.
Once the child is in your classroom, your responsibility is to
aid his development and growth, no matter what. Here are a few
pointers for when things aren’t going well.
If staff and parents agree that school is proving too much,
consider continuing through first grade while reducing the
pressure and emphasis on grades. Plan to repeat the grade next
year. Be sympathetic and flexible. Try to lay a good foundation
for next year.
If parents pressure you and the struggling child to “pass,” do
your best to be on their team. Be their servant. Learn all you can
about helping their child. Grow in your professional and personal approach to his needs. Give all you can to help him succeed. By God’s grace, refuse to allow the difficult situation to affect your attitude toward him or his parents.
At the same time, schools should establish policies for failing
or passing first grade. Do not view redoing first grade as a catastrophe: it’s a necessary part of some children’s development.
Often, it is not redoing first grade that has poor results. While a
poor, pressured first year of school lays a foundation for learning
and attention problems, a positive first-grade experience helps
provide a good foundation for a lifetime of eager learning. LL
More information on readiness materials is available on page 8.

Maintain a respectful relationship with parents.
If the readiness test result is poor, school administration and
staff should decide together if they’re willing to enroll the child. If
not, frankly and kindly tell the parents your decision—and why.
If readiness test results are questionable or borderline, consider these points:
Ǭ

Ǭ

Frankly communicate your observations, then let the parents decide.
Genuinely assure them that you will support their decision
and do your best for the child.

Joshua grew up in western Canada and was homeschooled
through Grade 12. He taught at two schools for a total of seven
years, including serving as principal at an inner-city mission
school focused on assisting African Christian immigrant families.
He has also tutored high school students and taught short-term or
substituted at several parochial schools. He is currently working
in curriculum development and translation projects at Christian
Light. He and his wife and two children live in Harrisonburg, VA.
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Adventures in Peru

| Part 4: Peru Today | Luke Martin

What is life like in Peru, this land of geographical wonders,
astonishing archaeological finds, and Spanish conquest? This
last installment presents an overview of life in Peru, the needs
of the country, and the work God is doing here.

A friendly, relaxed culture
Daily life is different in each of Peru’s three geographic regions. The people, too, vary widely from the Andean mountain
villages to the bustling modern cities. Especially in the latter,
modern Western culture is rapidly extinguishing the ancient
Quechua culture, language, and dress.
Peruvians are very friendly and open to talking with visitors
about their country and religion. They take great pride in their
fine culinary arts. Two hallmark dishes are ceviche (raw fish
marinated in lemon, pepper, and onion) and cuy (roasted guinea
pig). Helpful vendors at outdoor markets sell a stunning array of
fresh fruits and vegetables year-round.
La hora peruana (Peruvian standard time) is often used to refer
to the Peruvians’ laid-back concept of time. Once a businessman
in Lima was planning to get married at 4 o’clock and wanted his
mother to be there on time. He told her that the wedding was
starting at noon. She hurried in a few minutes before 4:00.
Empty religion
The Spanish brought Catholicism to Peru and made
it the mandatory religion for many years. The Spaniards
readily adapted their form of Christianity to the Peruvian
idol worship, and many times the natives continued their heathen rituals with little more than a name
change. One tour guide stated that at least fifty percent of Catholics still make sacrifices to Pachamama
(Mother Earth). In our local town we see many “religious”
fiestas—a pathetic mix of music, beer, and the Virgin
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Mary—which end up being little more than immoral idolatry.
Many Peruvians realize the emptiness of such religion and
have left the Catholic church. Evangelical groups, especially
Pentecostals, have multiplied in the last decades. Sadly, many
of these groups, though they react passionately to the errors of
Catholicism, fail to produce a vibrant Christian life in their followers. Such religion often becomes a money machine of noisy
emotionalism. In recent years, many have become disillusioned
with institutionalized religion and are walking away from organized church. Some have started small house churches, and
many are seeking a religion that works. This provides a golden
opportunity to model to them serious Christianity and newness
of life in Jesus!
Mistrust and corruption
On the coast and near the big cities, thievery is common. A
wall or thorn hedge surrounds nearly every property. Bars cover
windows, and secure doors guard entrances. Anything left unsecured by lock and key is likely to disappear. In the past, our
church community experienced several armed robberies; but
since we are being more careful, the episodes have subsided.
On the political scene, an ongoing corruption scandal has involved most of the previous presidents, with several serving jail
time. People suspect any high-profile politician of squandering
public funds for personal gain. The common people decry the
corrupt government. In the words of one columnist: “We all are
against corruption. From the mouth out, at least.”
We see many broken homes and marriages. One friend told us
that he trusts no one in his life, not even his own wife. How sad!
Spiritual needs and opportunities
Lamp & Light Publishers of Farmington, New Mexico,
came in contact with some serious seekers through Bible correspondence courses. Many trips were made to Peru—visiting

contacts, preaching, doing earthquake cleanup, and scouting
out possible locations to establish a church. Finally in 2009, four
families from Farmington sold out and relocated to Huaral.
The work continues to grow. The average attendance at
church services is around eighty. Our school has an enrollment
of about twenty-five, with three teachers. Approximately half of
the students in our bilingual school are Peruvians. In spite of
being a church-run school with no government accreditation, a
few parents are serious enough about avoiding the influences of
the public school system to enroll their children. Homeschooling
and church-based Christian schools are almost unheard of; the
homeschool movement is just beginning here, and those who
pull their children out of public school face stiff opposition. We
are in contact with a group of homeschoolers and have been
privileged to offer them curriculum and support.
The literature ministry is a large part of our work. From
the local warehouse and bookstore we sell many Bibles and
Christian books to local folks and other bookstores and individuals throughout the country. In the past year, school students
purchased some 8,500 storybooks (Wisdom and the Millers and
The Missing Popcorn are two top sellers) for a government mandated reading program. Our local office administrates the Lamp
& Light Bible correspondence courses to nearly 850 active students. A good number of these students are in the local prison
that we visit biweekly. Our office manages the in-country printing and distribution of Spanish periodicals from four Mennonite
publishers, including Christian Light’s Para Ti (For You). In 2019,
we distributed 1,359,000 of these periodicals to over 900 recipients, many of whom are pastors and evangelists who distribute
them to others in their communities.
The literature ministry continues to connect us to many serious seekers. One school director was overjoyed to find Rod &
Staff curriculum in Spanish. (As the daughter of an American
missionary, she had been homeschooled with R&S curriculum.) Their school was the first in Peru to buy all the available
curriculum. At a Bible expo in 2013, we met a young lady from
the Awajún people in the Amazon rain forest. Through our

continued contact with her, we have been invited numerous
times into their indigenous villages to preach the Gospel.
We face many more needs and opportunities to ministry than
we can meet. The words of our Lord ring as true as ever: “The
harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few: pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he would send forth labourers
into his harvest.” LL

Luke has lived in Peru since 2011. He is currently in his fourth
year of teaching. Luke teaches grades 6-9 at Escuela Menonita
del valle de Huaral. Thirteen of the twenty-five students in the school
are Peruvians. Luke’s hobby and current interest is Peruvian history
and archaeology. He and his wife Grace (a former teacher) have
three children.
To continue learning about life in Peru, you may subscribe
to the monthly Huaral newsletter by sending an e-mail to
LG5607@emypeople.net.

The bookstore (above) and church (below) in Huaral. At the bottom left, the
students and faculty of the 2019 school term.
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Although emperor penguins are some of the most stately and elegant
animals on earth, they endure some of the planet’s worst conditions
to bring new life into their midst. Without banding together, survival
would be impossible.
Why in winter?
Brrr. It’s mid-June. It’s getting colder and darker by the day
as the sun sinks lower in the sky. The average daily temperature
is around -4°F (-20ºC), with some days as cold as -58°F (-50ºC),
sometimes accompanied with wind gusts up to 124 mph (200
km/h). Despite the harsh and brutal winter, this is a significant
time in their life cycle. The noisy rookery has migrated inland to
one of the coldest and most desolate and dangerous places on
earth. Emperor penguins are the only penguins who lay and incubate their eggs during the coldest part of the year.
Daddy’s role
Emperors mate for life and have a life span of fifteen to
twenty years. After mating, the female penguin lays an egg onto
the brutally hard and killer-cold ice. It can’t stay there even two
minutes or it will not hatch. She quickly rolls it onto Daddy’s
feet. He tilts his feet upward and folds a layer of fatty abdominal
skin over the newly laid egg. If he manages to keep it there, the
egg stays a comfortable 90ºF (32ºC).
Wait! Is that a bird or a fish?
Shortly after laying their eggs, all the female penguins leave the
rookery. They waddle and “toboggan” on their stomachs many miles
to get to the edge of the expanding ice shelf where they dive and eat
fish, shrimp, and krill for several months. Emperors can dive to 1800
feet (550 m) and can stay underwater for up to twenty minutes.

Outdoor Classroom

Grim conditions
The daddy penguins are left to not only survive the elements
but also incubate the eggs. Blizzards roar in. Temperatures

Nature Picture Library / Alamy Stock Photo

ANTARCTICA’S
EMPEROR
PENGUINS
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plummet to -40 to -50ºF (-40º to 46ºC), with howling winds. The
male penguins, normally a bit territorial, huddle tightly together.
It is their only hope of survival for themselves and for the fragile
embryos on their feet. They share their warmth with each other
and systematically rotate so the ones on the outside eventually
are in the middle of the huddle and those that have warmed up
are rotated to the outside. During the course of a blizzard, the
entire rookery might actually move several miles in this process.
They’re hatching! Mama returns.
After eight to nine weeks the eggs begin to hatch. By this
time the weather is getting warmer. The daddy penguins have
lost about half their body weight; they normally weigh 80-100
pounds (35-45 kg). Within a few days of the hatch—sometimes
on the very day—the mama penguins arrive back at the rookery
with their full stomachs. They begin calling as they approach the
noisy rookery. When her mate hears her call, he calls back and
they locate each other. The males turn the newly hatched chicks
over to the mothers’ care, sometimes reluctantly. Then all the
males head to the open ocean, sometimes 50 miles (80 km) away,
to fill their stomachs and regain their plumpness. They haven’t
eaten anything for nearly four months.
Food dispensing system
The cute, hungry chicks lift up and waggle their heads.
Mama opens her beak and baby’s head nearly disappears into
her mouth. Mama gags and dispenses some highly digested rich
food from her stomach into the baby’s mouth. The chicks grow
fast and are on their own in five to six months.
Together is a significant term for penguins. Together is
the secret to their wilderness survival for thousands of bitter
winters. Emperor penguins illustrate to us the value of
togetherness in our homes, schools, churches, communities, and
friendships. Together is God’s design for humans as well as
penguins. Together is best. LL

Cold Hard Facts About Antarctica
P

It’s cold. The coldest temperature ever recorded on the
planet is -128ºF (-53ºC), recorded at Vostok Station.

P

It’s icy. Most of the continent is covered in ice at least
a mile thick, with the thickest places having ice three
miles deep. Seventy percent of the planet’s freshwater
is here, in the form of ice. Ninety percent of the planet’s ice is here.

P

It’s windy. Winds can reach 200 mph (320 km/h) at
some places.

P

It’s mountainous. Three peaks of over 15,000 feet
(4570 m) stand in the mountain range that divides
East and West Antarctica. The average altitude near
the center of the continent is 10,000 feet (3050 m).

P

No one lives there. There has never been a native human population. However, people are often there.
Antarctica receives over twenty thousand tourists per
year, and researchers and scientists often spend time
there, working out of research stations.

P

The first time anyone set foot on the continent was
in 1821.

P

Antarctica is 1.4 times bigger than the United States.

P

Antarctica has only two seasons—summer and winter (cold and colder). Winters are dark, with the peak
of winter being June through August.

P

The warmest temperature recorded in Antarctica was
69.5ºF (20.8ºC) in February 2020, on the northern tip
of the Antarctic peninsula.

P

Antarctica is home to the world’s largest population of
emperor penguins. There are approximately 600,000
emperor penguins in the world, with most of them in
Antarctica.
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Continued from page 3

What readiness materials are available for aspiring first graders?
Early preparation is foundational for a good start and a healthy experience in school. (See the “Attention Please” article on pages 2, 3.)
The preschool and kindergarten materials from Christian Light lay a good foundation and help develop skills necessary for a good start
in school.
K1 Workbook sample

K1 Workbook sample

Kindergarten 1
Kindergarten 1 gives four- to five-year-olds short periods of
pre-reading activities a few days a week. The course is divided
into thirty lessons with approximately five pages per lesson.
Instructions are given in the student’s book. The optional teacher’s guide includes answers, more detailed instructions, and
extra activities.

Lesson 6

Lesson 2

ee) The next box?
box? (bumbleb
(spider) The next the next row—cat, frog, cat…
ee) Let’s look at
the last two
box? (bumbleb
row. Try and do
be put in the last
at the end of each
(spider) What should (frog) Glue the correct picture
next?
What will come
rows by yourself.

Kindergarten 2
Kindergarten 2 workbooks introduce sounds, letters and
numbers, letter writing, and recognizing and writing numbers
1-100. The five corresponding activity books are packed with dotto-dot, color names and coloring, cutting and pasting, listening
skills, and other activities. The course is divided into thirty lessons with approximately fourteen pages per lesson. Instructions
are given in the student’s book. The optional teacher’s guide includes answers, more detailed instructions, and extra activities.
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K2 Workbook sample
Lesson 2

K2 Activity Book sample
Lesson #6
red

yellow
red

yellow

red

red
yellow

2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2

Bottom: Trace and write
Color the number 2 and the engines.
Top: Count how many train engines.
to 10.
55 and have the children count
2. Use the number chart on page

the

15

Color the crayons and the apples.
Draw the shapes.

31

Readiness Tests
Other helps from other publishers are also available from Christian Light. For more information consult pages 22-23 of the 20202021 Christian Light Education catalog.
The first-grade Readiness Test from Eastern Mennonite Publications (available from Christian Light) has been used by schools for
many years. A new readiness test, developed by Christian Light, is currently being refined and should be be available soon.

If it hurts, try the other hand
Y
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After falling during morning recess and
hurting his thumb, a boy told me during a math
lesson, “I can’t do math today.” When I asked
why, he said, “Because it hurts when I make a 9.” (He was using his
fingers to add!) I told him to make the “four” with his other hand!
- selected

Pedagogical Correctness
Lesson – Importation of knowledge
Quiz – Revelation of knowledge
Test – Celebration of knowledge
Teacher – Astonished assessor of knowledge
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Sincerely
During Christmastime, my first graders were writing cards
for the people at a nearby nursing home. When I went through
and read some of the cards, I noticed that one of my students
wrote “I hope you don’t die before Christmas”! When I went
to talk with him about it, he sincerely responded, “But I really
hope she doesn’t . . . ”
Revelation
This boy comes up to me with a gift bag (obviously re-used)
and says: “Here teacher, my mom got this present and she didn’t
want it and she called everyone in our family and they didn’t
want it either so she said to just bring it to school and give it to
you!” If the parents only knew how much they really tell us.
- selected

Why Some Children Learn Differently
It often seems that many teachers of students who struggle academically do not know from experience what it is like
to struggle academically. We teachers do not need to feel guilty
about that, but we should recognize that most of us enjoyed
learning and did well in school. Therefore, we do not naturally
and personally identify with the struggling students.
Work closely and patiently with struggling students in order
gain their confidence. When students open up and share their
struggles and fears, we can see learning through the window
they have to look through every day. This will help us understand
and accept that they process slower and differently than other
children, or even we ourselves do. This will help us discover simple ways we can help them learn.
Let’s begin searching for ways to help these students by looking at how we operate our classrooms.
First, we may need to be more diverse and flexible in scheduling and assigning work. Some students may need more time
or even a different level of work in order to keep up and to avoid
going into panic mode. Search for the balance that challenges
them academically but does not drown them. Avoid trying to make
school easy for them, for this only slows their academic advancement. In short, seek ways to challenge them to keep climbing the
learning ladder and experiencing success and accomplishment.
Next, design motivational programs flexibly enough to include all students. It is not usually a good idea to use 100 percent
as the goal for achievement. For some students this challenge
is hopeless; they seldom if ever accomplish it. Avoid posting

Same Ole, Same Ole
The reading and math scores for 17-year-old
Americans in 2015 were virtually unchanged
from the same test scores in 1975. In the same period the number of students in U.S. public schools increased by
about 10% while the number of teachers increased by a whopping
57%. Per-student spending in the same period rose by 150%, from
$4934.00 to $12,220.00 (adjusted for inflation).
Apparently throwing more money and more teachers at the
perceived problem didn’t help anything. Was the problem was
not properly identified? Is public education itself the problem?
Source: World magazine 3-14-20

Write for LightLines
Is there something you have learned during your teaching
career that you could share with other teachers? Did you have
an AHA moment that you shouldn’t keep to yourself? Did you
initiate a project that was particularly instructive or pleasing?

| Part 3: Coming Alongside | Peter Whitt

grades or charts that openly reveal a student’s struggles or lack
of achievement. This only reminds them, and others, of their
struggles and failures by comparing them to their classmates.
For some students you may want to avoid timers because they
only compound his stress. When giving some students tests, you
may want to supply word banks from which to choose answers.
Finally, guard against comparing struggling students to siblings or peers that don’t seem to struggle. Often these students
find it difficult to accept themselves. We need to come alongside and assure them that we accept them just as they are and
assure them that everything is going to be fine. As they sense our
acceptance, they will begin to put down some of their baggage
and begin to accept themselves. Our job is to help them stop hiding from themselves and others and recognize that we are each
uniquely created with wonderful gifts and talents.
This is our challenge—to accept and reach out to all the varieties of students we are blessed with in the world of education,
and then to equip them with necessary life skills. Remember,
God NEVER makes a mistake; He created variety! LL

Peter was a teacher for more than twenty years and administrator for
twenty-two years. As a dyslexic, he understands the struggles of dyslexic
students and because of his teaching experience, developed a heart for
struggling students. He serves as a school representative for Christian
Light. He and his wife Martha live in Georgia.

How about a humorous or thought-provoking personal story
or anecdote? Tell other LightLines readers (teachers) about it.
Answer questions in “Ask Another” or submit a question for future discussions. We are soliciting worthwhile content for future issues of LightLines. Writers will be compensated if articles are published. Email to lightlines@christianlight.org or mail to
LightLines, P.O. Box 1212, Harrisonburg, VA 22803.
Personal Subscriptions
LightLines is mailed free to every school’s mailing address.
For personal copies (also free) or to change mailing addresses or
quantities received, please contact us using the information at
the bottom of page 12.
End of Term Checklist
On page 11 is an end of term checklist. Pay special attention to
“Tips for Ordering Christian Light Materials.” These tips can save
your school some money and save Christian Light some headaches.
9

Carolyn and several co-teachers spent ten days in Ireland in the summer of 2018. The articles in this series were sparked by that visit.

Lessons From Ireland

| Part 4: Christian Influences in Medieval Ireland | Carolyn Martin

Christianity likely came to Ireland in the 400s. A Roman
bishop from Britannia named Patrick is credited with
Christianizing Ireland. One can find monuments to Patrick’s
influence over the entire Emerald Isle. These include Croagh
Patrick in northwestern Ireland, the Rock of Cashel on the plain
of Tipperary, the Hill of Tara in the northeast, and others. Croagh
Patrick is a mountain to which Patrick allegedly retreated for
times of prayer and is a popular pilgrimage site today. The Rock
of Cashel is thought to be the place where Patrick converted and
baptized Aenghus, the High King of Munster. The Hill of Tara is
an ancient site of the High King of Ireland where Patrick is said
to have confronted and converted a pagan king.
A few of the many legends about Patrick are based on truth,
but most are likely not. One common myth is that Patrick drove all
the snakes from Ireland. The truth is that there have never been
snakes in Ireland. Even the story of Patrick using a shamrock (a
type of three-leafed clover-like plant) to explain the Trinity was
most likely made-up centuries later. And, even though his missionary activity did bring Christianity to much of Ireland, other
missionaries labored in Ireland during the same time period.
The Rock of Cashel is the result of both medieval Christian
and political influences. Cashel had long been a military stronghold for local kings. The rocky outpost juts up from the plain
surrounding it. Whoever controlled the rock controlled the area.
In the 1100s the controlling king gave it to the church, probably
in order to keep it from his rivals as much as to make it a gift to
Christianity. Today the ruins of a monastery and cathedral look
out over Tipperary.
Those who felt called to monastic life found Ireland attractive. During the 400s, a group of missionary monastics came
ashore on a rocky point in southern Ireland. While their mission was to save souls, they more often found themselves saving

lives as boats crashed into the rocky shoals. The monks lit nightly
watchfires along the rocky overlook. For centuries, the monks
tended the fires; later, a lighthouse that was built. Today Hook
Lighthouse is the second-oldest lighthouse in the world.
Irish monks seeking an ascetic lifestyle moved onto the
harsh, rocky island of Skellig Michael during the 500s and constructed a monastery. Other monks set up monastic communities in other places on the mainland. The Gallarus Oratory on the
Dingle Penninsula in Southwest Ireland was built in the 1100s or
1200s. It resembles a ship tipped on end and is built from stones
fitted so closely together that mortar is not needed to keep it dry
inside, even today.
One of the most outstanding remnants of the medieval
Christian tradition is the Book of Kells. The Book of Kells, an illuminated (illustrated) hand-written copy of the Gospels, dates from
around 800. The manuscript was probably brought to the monastery at Kells by Ionian monks fleeing Viking raiders. It is one of the
most beautiful illustrated manuscripts from the medieval period.
The monks of medieval Ireland kept alive a rich treasure of
learning, art, and religious history. During the latter 500s and
through the 600s, Irish missionaries carried Christianity into
Europe, greatly influencing the European church and history. LL

The Rock of Cashel

Hook Lighthouse
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Carolyn Martin has taught first graders for twenty-five years
at Hickory Hollow Christian School in Dayton, Virginia. Her first
twenty years of teaching were in a chicken house that was converted
into a school. She has particular interest in reading and how reading
works in the brain. She enjoys children’s books, story time at school,
and reading stories to her nieces and nephews. Carolyn lives in
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
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Tips for Ordering Christian Light Materials

Update student permanent records—grade averages,
attendance records, achievement test results, etc.

Ǭ

Take inventory of classroom supplies and report needs to appropriate personnel.
Order supplies and curriculum early. This will give ample
time to check orders and correct errors before school starts.

Ǭ

Clean and organize your classroom, including contents of
desks, cabinets, closets, etc. Put textbooks and supplementary materials in their proper place.

Ǭ

Add notes in your teacher notebook or planner that will assist you (or the next teacher) next term.

Ǭ

Write reminders to yourself. Interesting how much you can
forget if you’re gone a couple months.

Ǭ

Have your room and materials ready enough that another
teacher doesn’t have to start entirely from scratch.
Allot sufficient time during the summer to study and prepare
materials and possibly work through some courses in advance.

Ǭ

Pray for your students during the summer. LL

Index

Ǭ

Order early. School orders placed between April 1 and June
30 receive a five percent discount if the subtotal is over
$1000.00. Prepay orders and receive an additional two percent discount.
Order extras. An extra store of LightUnits often comes in
handy and alleviates crises.
Be informed. Look through the Christian Light catalog.
Order all necessary Teacher Guides, supplementary materials, and new editions that you will need.
Order online at www.christianlight.org, or by email, mail, fax,
or phone. For large curriculum orders, use a digital or written order to speed the process and to help with accuracy.
If your shipping address is set up with a loading dock and
forklift to receive pallets, please indicate that orders can
come by truck by checking the box on your order form.
Provide an address where someone will be present to receive
the order.
Please allow three weeks for processing.
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“Ask Another” is a question-answer space for teachers. Teachers are invited to pose questions on
school-related subjects, offer responses to questions, or reply to responses. (LightLines will occasionally assign questions to experienced teachers for their qualified response.) Send questions
or responses by e-mail to lightlines@christianlight.org or by mail to LightLines Editor, P.O.
Box 1212, Harrisonburg, VA 22803. (Try to limit responses to less than 400 words.)

Q

Ask Another

Question: What are some things teachers can do to minimize summer learning loss? Or is there actually such a thing?

A

Yes, summer learning loss can be a real thing, especially in
the first two or three grades. It shows up most among students
who find school challenging or uninteresting. Without much of
an interest in reading or learning, they are more likely to lose
what they do not use as they work and play the summer away.
Children who like to read and enjoy learning will often stay engaged in books of their own accord. Thus, the teacher finds an
ever-widening gap between the capable, interested scholar and
the struggling, uninterested scholar.
Here are a few suggestions for the summer that I make to the
parents of outgoing first graders.
Ǭ

Ǭ

Encourage them to read every day. Even fifteen minutes
can make a difference. Whether parents use a summer
reading program already in place or devise their own reading incentive, the important thing is to have them read,
and to read on a level they are comfortable with.
Read to your children. Read picture books. Read chapter
books. Most young students have a higher listening level
than a reading level. Stretch their minds with books of
places, times, and ideas beyond their own.

Ǭ

Ǭ

Ǭ

Make practical math applications during daily life. Baking
cookies can increase skills in fractions, addition, and
multiplication. Daddy’s right-hand man in the shop can
learn something about fractions when finding the correct
wrench to change the lawn mower tire.
Encourage fact practice. Give each student a set of flash
cards to practice with several times a week.
Although they may have the best of intentions, not all parents will find time to follow these suggestions. Teachers
should be prepared to remedy learning loss when school
starts in the fall. Plan to review some first-grade work with
the second graders before starting them in their secondgrade books. Planning for some re-learning will make the
beginning of the new term less stressful.
—Submitted by Carolyn Martin, Dayton, VA, first grade teacher

Next question: How important is it to have devotions and prayer
every morning? What should a devotional period
consist of? —Submitted
Please send your responses to LightLines by June 30.

LL
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